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Wanted: Theories of Military Victory
War has traditionally been a state’s foremost concern.  This attentiveness, however, is rarely born of moral consideration.  Instead, it reflects the fact that political conditions are the echoes of military contests.  Victories advance borders, while failure can bring about a state’s extinction.  Stalin, a man with much experience in such matter, observed that “whoever occupies a territory also imposes on it his own social system.”  What came before is tossed to the wind by the victors—or worse.  As defeated leaders from Valens to Saddam can attest, many an unlucky prince lost his head following defeat on the battlefield.  When the Romans stormed Carthage in 146 BC at the end of the Third Punic War, for example, they ruthlessly sacked the city, burned it to the ground, enslaved whoever remained of the city’s original 300,000 inhabitants, and sowed salt into the earth.  Losing therefore comes at a steep political price: the vanquished must now accepted the dictated terms, no matter how brutal.  Given that defeat in war is the most common reason why states disappear, Livy was correct to lament “woe to the vanquished!”  
There are other reasons why war is studied.  Some do so because its heroism and terror give rise to an abiding fascination.  Martin van Creveld notes that “for every person who has expressed his horror of war there is another who found in it the most marvelous of all the experiences that are vouch-safed to man, even to the point that he later spent a lifetime boring his descendants by recounting his exploits.”  More succinct was Robert E. Lee: “It is well that war is so terrible—otherwise we would grow too fond of it.”  Others, however, study war out of sheer bafflement.  The descent of affluent, cooperative societies into ruthless exponents of systematic slaughter provides ample fodder for the intellectually curious.  Europe of 1914 provides a case in point.  It is bewildering to consider a continent so rich and resplendent, and yet so self-destructingly belligerent, as Europe before the Marne.  But a more important impetus is the desire to eradicate this scourge altogether.  To inquire into the pathologies that underlay war is seen in many quarters as means to a cure.  “I must study politics and war,” John Adams argued, so “that my sons may have liberty to study mathematics and philosophy.”  
Given this confluence of motives, it is unsurprising that historians, political scientists, and psychologists have all written innumerable tracts and treatises on the topic.  Even in the contemporary era, marked as it is by an unprecedented degree of tranquility, books on war dominate bestseller lists.  Quantity, however, offers no assurance of comprehensiveness.  Despite all this ink spilt, the study of war is notably incomplete.  “Of war men will ask its outcome, not its cause.”  Thus was the contention of Seneca the Younger.  Yet while this may be true for those nervously awaiting the fates of loved ones in battles far away, the bulk of scholarly efforts have instead been directed in a very different direction.  In fact, although a great and varied literature investigates the various causes of war, comparatively little work has been done to understand the important question of why some belligerents win and others do not.  Systematic evaluation of what determines victory and defeat is remarkably rare, with outcomes much more frequently ascribed to the intervention of kindly providence or cruel fortune.  Contemporaries to the destruction of Ur in 2000 BC, for example, explained that the “empire has been overthrown by the will of the gods.”  Frustrated in his attempt to cross into Asia Minor, Xerxes is said to have had the sea flogged.  Even the methodical Romans chalked up military defeat as a sign that the gods did not find justice in their cause.  The ancients were not alone in this failure.  Scholars today appear similarly disinterested in the determinants of military outcomes.  “Most studies of war and other forms of social conflict focus on the causes and conditions of these phenomena.”  How and in whose favour such conflict is resolved remains a matter left beyond consideration.  Put more precisely, while there exists “a voluminous literature that examines [war’s] causes, patterns of outbreak, waging, and impact on the international system,” rarely considered are the persistent, causal forces behind victory and defeat.  
Of this research imbalance both historians and political scientists stand accused.  For the former, “comparatively few historians have focused on the issues of victory and defeat in war.”  This is to be expected, given the wariness historians hold towards the search for generalizable models.  “Prefabricated systems,” Barbara Tuchman wrote, “make me suspicious and science applied to history makes me wince.”  For historians, patterns are almost impossible to unveil—if they even exist at all.  The consequence of such an emphasis on particularized circumstances is that historians do not care much for models and predictions.  There is more at play here, however, than an aversion to model building.  Although mainstream political science is deeply enamoured with positivism and its search for causal patterns, it has nonetheless been similarly timid, offering few testable explanations for the causes of victory and defeat.  Even when the matter of victory is brought up, such as in the towering works of Morgenthau and Waltz, theories of victory are proposed haphazardly at best—and are certainly not subjected to concerted empirical test.  More broadly, realism tends to assume that the “distribution of power will heavily determine when fighting occurs, who will side with whom, and who will win,” and then leave the explanation at that.  How this maxim is to be interpreted is left to reader’s own devices.  
The consequence is a stunning absence of theory.  There are, in short, few models for the scientist to test.  Aversion to the question has bred a paucity of answers.  As Martel observes, 
“The problem immediately confronting a study of victory is that there is no formal theory of victory; the prevailing ideas about victory, developed over the millennia, are based on the loosely formed but universally held premise that the state organizes its strategy and resources to defeat and, ultimately in some cases, to annihilate another state in war.  Yet there is no formal or analytical relationship between victory and strategy, and the concept of victory has been subordinated in the literature to the principles of strategy and the practice of diplomacy.”
In other words, the search for victory has been left to the practical realm.  Rather than having scholars attempt to elucidate some common pattern of what it takes to win military contests, the matter of victory has been to the diplomats and generals.  It is as if war is seen as being too serious to be left in the hands of academics. 
Some suggest that this tendency for theoreticians to shy away from the practical matters of winning and losing is a good thing.  “Actually, in matters of business and affairs of state,” warned Pope Clement VIII in August 1595, “there is never any need to avail oneself of the work of academics [dottori] since with their excessive subtleties they are more likely to ruin them than bring them to a good conclusion.”  The reason for this is, as the Italian Ludovico Zùccolo complained, “He who has not ploughed the sea does not presume to know the art of navigation.”  Indeed, comparatively few in the ivory tower have ever seen frontline service.  Few scholars know what it is like to lie huddled in a trench, cloaked in mud and uncertainty, fearfully awaiting the coming dawn.  Fewer still have commanded armies or stood responsible for the defence of the realm.  Why, then, should armchair generals see themselves fit to speak of such matters? 
In this case boldness is a virtue, for there are several reasons why it is worth theorizing about the more practical aspects of military affairs.  Foremost is Clausewitz’s observation that war is nothing more than the extension of politics.  As every conquered people soon learn, the winners of military contests impose their political framework on the vanquished even before the guns go silent.  For this reason the great Prussian wrote that war “is only a branch of political activity; it is in no sense autonomous…[It] cannot be divorced from political life.”  Politics and war are inextricably bound.  Any study of politics must therefore consider this fundamental means of conflict resolution, both in regard to the origins of existing political orders, but also as the final arbiter of disputes, current and future, that cannot be resolved by alternative means.  In other words, political scientists should care about who wins and how because victory affects political circumstances.  Very few borders, for example, are drawn without some reflection of a previous military result.  Any theory of politics is therefore incomplete without reference to how such conditions are formulated in the first place. 
A proper understanding of the dynamics behind victory is important to the matter of war initiation as well.  This is because a belligerent’s relative prospects play a crucial role in determining whether or not violence breaks out in the first place.  As Jack Levy notes, “to understand war we must understand why decision-makers choose military force rather than other means to achieve their desired ends.”  The mere appearance of a likely victory can make war palatable, if not eagerly desired.  The problem, however, is that “in at least fifty per cent of the cases [the losing army] got a result they did not expect.”  Somewhere along the line the calculations went awry.  Any desire to understand the decisions behind the choice of war therefore requires uncovering how these calculations are made and, better yet, how accurate their conclusions have proven.  Suppose, for example, the models policymakers use to determine the chances of winning underestimate the risk inherent in such a strategy.  Knowledge of this might provide some calm during the deliberations of war.  A better understanding of who is likely to win and why will of course do little to dissuade the favoured from trying their hand on the battlefield.  But it will certainly give pause to those who once harboured false hope. 
The last reason is perhaps more basic.  When confronted with the inexplicable, humans have traditionally chalked up the phenomenon to mysticism, religion, or chance.  In so doing, hope for human agency is replaced by faith that the gods will find favour and spare their caprice.  In this way war is viewed as a Sorcerer’s Apprentice: an instrument summoned to provide assistance, yet one inherently unmanageable and prone to calamity once released.  The problem which such thinking is that the ignorance and uncertainty which surround war are taken to absolve leaders, both military and civilian, of culpability.  Once the dragon is unleashed, such thinking goes, who can be expected to tame it?  Yet unless war is a matter of purely chaotic indeterminism, there must be distinct causal—and therefore somewhat predictable—forces at play.  This is not to downplay the obfuscatory tendency of Clausewitz’s “fog of war”; enough armies have got lost in the dark to put paid to that.  But it is quite unlikely that winning and losing are governed solely by the laws of chance.  It is therefore erroneous to assume that when leaders, to use Bethmann-Hollweg’s phrase in 1914, “roll the iron dice”, the fates of nations are determined by happenstance and sheer luck.  In contrast, these dice are generally loaded.  And it is worth considering in what ways, because at minimum, the dejected ignorance that so frequently accompanies the decision to war is simply an unacceptable basis for policies that engender such harm and destruction.  As a discipline, we should demand better. 








